
MODEL NO.:MF-CN55A2

5.5L Deluxe Digital Air Fryer



environments

agent or

still



         Please pay attention to areas with high temperature 
symbol as scalding is possible.



MF-CN55A2



                                                       To power the machine on -> touch the power 
switch (The machine will enter function selection state)
Select the default menu or DIY setting for temperature/time (The machine will 
enter the default menu or DIY settings state for temperature/time)
Press the start/stop button(Machine will be begin cooking)
Press the start/stop button a second time (Machine will stop cooking)



Preparation for use
1.The product should be placed on a steady flat surface, where the power cord 
can reach the power outlet; it should be placed in a well ventilated area away 
from any flammable substances.



3.Before placing meal ingredients, preheat the machine for 3-6 minutes to
improve the cooking effect.



The frying barrel needs 
to be placed on a stable surface.

meal ingredients

After the machine is powered on the 
machine will chime, push the frying 
barrel into the machine. The machine 
will enter the function state and the 
display will show the set time and 
temperature.



4.Select the required function through the
control panel - the machine will show the set
temperature and time or set the required time
and temperature through the DIY function.
Press the start key and the machine will enter
the cooking state.
        If the frying barrel is not pushed in totally, 
the micro switch will not be triggered and the 
machine will remain in a powered-off state. You 
will be required to push the frying barrel in 
totally for the machine to function. The machine 
has a two-hour power off memory meaning that 
after removing the barrel during cooking to stir, 
you can push the barrel back into the machine 
and cooking will continue the cooking process 
prior to removal of the barrel.

 After reaching half of the time set, the machine 
will chime five times and the "shake"light will 
show. Pull out the barrel and flip the food to a 
different cooking side.

 The machine will chime after cooking is completed. Unplug the machine from 
power and pull out the barrel and place on a flat steady surface. To avoid, 
scalding or toppling of the frying barrel, use utensils to carefully take out the 
food on a flat steady surface.



Please only clean when the air fryer has cooled down so as to avoid scalding.
 After use, clean the frying basket and barrel timeously so as to avoid damage 
to the coating by erosive food residue and oil.
 Please do not clean machine with highly corrosive cleaning agents as it may 
be damaging to the machine or your health.



Troubleshooting Guide

SN 
Fault 

Cause Troubleshooting Method 
Symptom 

1 
Check whether the plug 

lnserl again or lo another socket 
is plugged in place 

1---

2 
The frying barrel is not Pull the frying barrel out and into the 

assembled properly machine again to assemble properly 
-

3 
Not power on Thermostat (the protection Deliver the appliance to the authorized 

device) is disconnected Maintenance Department 

1---

After the power is on, if the motor works 

4 
The display lamp burns and heats up regularly, you can send 

oul the product lo a designated maintenance 

service point 

The motor After the power is off, check if there is 

doesn't work There is foreign matter foreign matter at the air inlet and inside 

or has blocking the fan blade or the chamber; if there is still a fault, send 

abnormal steam inlet is blocked the product to a designated maintenance 

sound service point 

6 E01 alarm NTC abnormal open circuit 
Deliver the appliance to the authorized 

Maintenance Department 

7 E02 alarm NTC abnormal short circuit 
Deliver the appliance to the authorized 

Maintenance Department 

11 




